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In Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade 5, students will learn 18 spelling words per week
(540 total). Three sentences for dictation are provided for each list. Spelling lists include the
following: contractions, blends, vowel sounds, prefixes and suffixes, compound words, words with
silent letters, easily confused spellings, multisyllable words, and irregular plurals. Practice pages
include the following: a spelling list with spaces to read, write, and spell each word, word meaning
(filling in missing spelling words in sentences, crossword puzzles, synonyms/antonyms), exercises
with phonetic elements and other types of word study, and editing for spelling. Reproducible forms
include: spelling record form, individual spelling record, spelling test form, spelling list form, word
sort form, and a parent letter.
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I've been using this series of books for my daughter for the past two years. It has really been
helpful. The lessons are easy to understand and present each set of words in a variety of ways to
reinforce and give practice. This may be an odd observance, but the spaces actually give her room
to write her answers--not always true for some workbooks. I use this for double-duty--spelling and
handwriting practice, by making her answer everything in cursive. It's one of her lesson books she
never complains about doing.

This seems to be the best on the market so far. I have tried others, but this one is laid out in a way
that keeps my daughter's attention.We enjoy the mini lessons, and it seems to help her with recall
much better than repeatedly writing the same words.

I love the Evan Moore spelling program for differentiation in my classroom. I am able to provide a
different list for each group of students while being able to follow the same familiar format with each
group.

I have been purchasing these since I started homeschooling and absolutely love them, they have
room to add bonus words to add to what they are already helping your child to learn in an easy
approach. It's not draining on the child and has been a huge success with my kids!!

I have used this for several years and have found the word lists to be appropriate and on level. I
don't solely use the activities in this book because I feel the kids get bored with the same general
format. Other than that, they are quality activities.

This is a good spelling program that requires students to look at the vocabulary as well as the
spelling.

I love this series of Spelling for my students. I love the daily work assignment and the list words.
Grade level appropriate and on target. Just exactly what I needed for our weekly words!

I got this book for my 4th grader. She loves it! Very easy to learn how to spell various words.
However, we skipped half the book, because the words are too easy for her.
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